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ABSTRACT
We prove some non-approximability results for restritions

of basi ombinatorial optimization problems to instanes of

bounded \degree" or bounded \width." Spei�ally:

� We prove that the Max 3SAT problem on instanes

where eah variable ours in at mostB lauses, is hard

to approximate to within a fator 7=8+O(1=

p

B), un-

less RP = NP . H�astad [18℄ proved that the problem is

approximable to within a fator 7=8+1=64B in polyno-

mial time, and that is hard to approximate to within

a fator 7=8 + 1=(logB)


(1)

. Our result uses a new

randomized redution from general instanes of Max

3SAT to bounded-ourrenes instanes. The random-

ized redution applies to other Max SNP problems as

well.

� We observe that the Set Cover problem on instanes

where eah set has size at most B is hard to ap-

proximate to within a fator lnB � O(ln lnB) unless

P = NP . The result follows from an appropriate set-

ting of parameters in Feige's redution [11℄. This is

essentially tight in light of the existene of (1 + lnB)-

approximate algorithms [20, 23, 9℄

� We present a new PCP onstrution, based on apply-

ing parallel repetition to the \inner veri�er," and we

provide a tight analysis for it. Using the new onstru-

tion, and some modi�ations to known redutions from

PCP to Hitting Set, we prove that Hitting Set with

sets of size B is hard to approximate to within a fator

B

1=19

. The problem an be approximated to within a

fator B [19℄, and it is the Vertex Cover problem for

B = 2. The relationship between hardness of approx-

imation and set size seems to have not been explored

before.

�
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� We observe that the Independent Set problem on

graphs having degree at mostB is hard to approximate

to within a fator B=2

O(

p

logB)

, unless P = NP . This

follows from a ombination of results by Clementi and

Trevisan [10℄, Samorodnitsky and Trevisan [28℄ and

Reingold, Vadhan and Wigderson [27℄. It had been

observed that the problem is hard to approximate to

within a fator B


(1)

unless P = NP [1℄. An algo-

rithm ahieving a fator O(B log logB= logB) is also

known [21, 2, 30, 16℄.

1. INTRODUCTION
We onsider four fundamental ombinatorial optimiza-

tion problems (Max 3SAT, Set Cover, Hitting Set, Inde-

pendent Set), and we onsider the restrition of the prob-

lems to instanes where a \degree" or \width" parameter

is bounded by a onstant. Suh restrited problems are

known to admit better approximation algorithms than the

general versions, the quality of the approximation being re-

lated to the value of the degree/width parameter. There

is, indeed, an extensive body of algorithmi work devoted

to suh restrited problems, but the existene of mathing

non-approximability results seems to have been largely un-

explored. In this paper we prove strong (in some ases, al-

most tight) non-approximability results for suh restrited

problems. The results for Set Cover and Independent Set

are impliit in previous work (but we �nd it useful to spell

them out expliitly for the reord). Our main ontributions

are for Max 3SAT (where we introdue a new randomized

redution from general instanes to instanes with bounded

ourrenes of variables) and for Hitting Set (that involves

a new PCP onstrution).

Max 3SAT with bounded occurrences
For the Max 3SAT problem, the parameter of interest is an

upper bound on the number of lauses in whih a variable

an appear. We onsider the Max E3SAT problem (i.e. the

version of Max 3SAT where eah lause ontains exatly 3

variables) where no variable ours in more than B lauses;

H�astad [18℄ proved that this problem an be approximated

to within a fator 7=8+O(1=B). For onstant B this is better

than what is possible for the general Max E3SAT problem,

for whih no approximation algorithm with performane ra-

tio 7=8+�, � > 0, an exists, unless P = NP [17℄. It was also

known that the problem is Max SNP-hard even for small B

[25℄, and H�astad [18℄ observed that there is a onstant  > 0

suh that it is NP-hard to ahieve an approximation ratio

of the form 7=8 + 1=(logB)



. In Setion 2 we improve this



hardness result to 7=8 + O(1=

p

B). Our redution shows

in general that an arbitrary instane of Max 3SAT (or, in

partiular, an arbitrary instane of Max E3SAT) an be on-

verted to an instane where no variable ours more than B

times, in suh a way that any �-approximate solution for the

new instane yields a (�� O(1=

p

B))-approximate solution

for the original instane. The redution (that is random-

ized, and works with onstant probability) applies to other

onstraint satisfation problems as well.

Set Cover with sets of bounded size
For Set Cover, the natural parameter of interest is the size of

the sets. The standard greedy algorithm ahieves an approx-

imation ratio of 1+ lnB, if B is an upper bound on the size

of the sets [20, 23, 9℄. If sets an have arbitrary size then the

greedy algorithm ahieves at least an approximation 1+lnn,

where n is the size of the instane, and Feige [11℄ proved

that, for any � > 0, it is infeasible to ahieve a (1 � �) lnn

approximation, unless NP has quasi-polynomial time algo-

rithms. It was also known that the problem remains Max

SNP-hard even if B = 3, however it seems that the asymp-

toti relation between B and approximability has not been

expliitly explored. We note that it is impliit in [11℄ that

there is a onstant  suh that it is NP -hard to ahieve an

approximation better than lnB �  ln lnB.

Hitting Set with sets of bounded size
For Hitting Set, again the natural parameter of interest is

set size. (By the way, reall that Hitting Set with sets of

size at most B is the same problem as Set Cover with the

restrition that no element appears in more than B sets.)

If B is an upper bound on the size of the sets, the best

known approximation ahieves a fator of B [19℄, however

if the size of the sets is unbounded, than it is possible to

ahieve an approximation 1 + lnn, where n is the size of

the instane. (The unrestrited version of Hitting Set is the

same problem as the unrestrited version of Set Cover.) It

is oneivable that an approximation ratio of B is the best

possible, however urrent tehniques are still far from be-

ing able to prove suh a result. In partiular, reall that

Vertex Cover is the speial ase of Hitting Set where B = 2,

and urrently the strongest known hardness result for Vertex

Cover is a fator of 7=6. It is possible, from known redu-

tions, to prove a hardness result of the form B



, for some

onstant  > 0 that would be presumably very small { and

hard to �gure out. Hardness results for Set Cover or Hit-

ting Set depend, as a starting point, on PCP onstrution

where the veri�er makes a small number of queries (ideally,

two), reeives l-bits long answers (where l is a parameter of

the onstrution); the veri�er must have perfet omplete-

ness and soundness 2

�
(l)

. H�astad [17℄ gives suh a veri�er

that works for onstant (or slowly growing) l (whih is good

enough for our purposes), makes 3 queries, and has sound-

ness 2

�l

; unfortunately the veri�er does not have perfet

ompleteness and is unsuitable for these redutions. The

best available onstrution is due to Raz [26℄; the veri�er

makes two queries (and deides whether to aept or rejet

in a partiularly simple way, whih is useful in the redu-

tion), has perfet ompleteness, and soundness 2

�l

, where

 > 0 is some onstant. Unfortunately there are no known

expliit estimates for , and it is likely to be very small.

We onstrut a new PCP system where the veri�er makes

3 queries, has perfet ompleteness, and soundness (3=4)

l

.

Our system is obtained by running l parallel repetitions of

a inner veri�er due to H�astad [17℄. H�astad's veri�er makes

three queries, gets Boolean answers, has perfet omplete-

ness, and soundness 3=4. We show that exeuting l opies

of that veri�ation in parallel

1

gives an inner veri�er with

soundness (3=4)

l

. An inner veri�er is a testing proedure for

a ertain oding-theoreti problem. When omposed with

other veri�ers, an inner veri�er yields a PCP system with

about the same soundness, so, by omposition, we get a PCP

system of soundness lose (3=4)

l

. We stress that it matters

that we do not apply parallel repetition to the PCP system

of [17℄, but rather to the inner veri�er. It is probably not

true that an l-fold parallel repetition of the PCP system of

[17℄ has soundness lose to (3=4)

l

.

One we have our PCP system, we want to re-

due it to Hitting Set. The Lund-Yannakakis [24℄

redution from PCP to Set Cover (and generaliza-

tions/improvements/simpli�ations as in [7, 11, 5℄) requires

the PCP system to have a partiular way of deiding whether

to aept or rejet after making its queries. Roughly speak-

ing, the value of the answer to one of the queries must \im-

ply" the value of the answers to the other queries. In Setion

5 we desribe a redution that, to the best of our knowledge,

is the �rst one to work starting from an arbitrary PCP sys-

tem. Using our redution and our PCP system we are able

to prove that Hitting Set is hard to approximate to within

a fator of about B

1=19

, where B is an upper bound on set

size.

Independent Set in bounded-degree graphs
For the Independent Set problem, a natural restrition is to

onsider graphs of bounded degree. For graphs of maximum

degree B the problem is known to be approximable to within

a fator O(B log logB= logB), as proved by Vishwanathan

[30℄ (in a personal ommuniation to Haldorsson ited in

[16℄) using results from [21, 2℄. A hardness result of the

form B



for some  > 0 was proved in [1℄. We observe

that ombining results of [10℄, [28℄ and [27℄

2

it is possible to

prove a hardness of B=2

O(

p

logB)

. This result is presented

in Setion 6

Other related work
Finally, we stress that the fous of this paper is exlusively

on the asymptoti relation between hardness of approxima-

tion and degree/width parameters.

Typially, the fous of previous researh on the hardness

of bounded degree/width problems has been on the ase

of very small value of the bound parameter, typially the

minimal value that makes the problem NP-hard. For ex-

ample, onsiderable e�ort has gone into �guring out the

non-approximability of vertex over and independent set in

graphs of maximum degree 3 or 4, or of Max 3SAT and other

onstraint satisfation problem where eah variable ours a

small number of times (see [8℄ and referenes therein). The

1

To be preise, our inner veri�er di�ers in a ouple of sub-

tle ways from an atual l-fold parallel repetition of H�astad'

veri�er, and both di�erenes are essential for the analysis.

2

Spei�ally, [28℄ provide the PCP system to start with,

[10℄ provide a variation of the FGLSS redution [12℄ that

produes bounded-degree graphs, and [27℄ give an expliit

onstrution of expanders to be used in the redution, thus

making the redution deterministi rather than probabilis-

ti.



interest in suh speial ases is that they are useful as in-

termediate steps in redutions to other important problems.

Our redutions do not work if the goal is to obtain instanes

with very small degree-width parameters, and our results

are inomparable with the results of [8℄.

Even though the ase of small parameters is perhaps bet-

ter motivated, the asymptoti ases deserved some further

study. As far as we know, the only previous papers with an

asymptoti angle are [1℄ and [10℄, that onsidered the hard-

ness of independent set and vertex over in bounded-degree

graphs, as a funtion of the degree.

2. MAX 3SAT
Our starting point is the following hardness of approxi-

mation result, due to H�astad (reall that Max E3SAT is the

version of Max SAT where eah lause ontains exatly 3

literals).

Theorem 1 ([17℄). For every Æ > 0, it is NP -hard to

distinguish a satis�able instane of Max E3SAT from an in-

stane where at most a fration 7=8 + Æ of the lauses an

be simultaneously satis�ed.

Let a (suÆiently large) parameter B be �xed for the rest

of this setion. We will start from an instane ' of Max

E3SAT and produe, in several steps (one step will be a

randomized proedure), an instane '

B

with the following

properties:

� No variable ours in more than B lauses of '

B

� If ' is satis�able, then '

B

is satis�able

� With probability at least 3=4 � o(1) over the random

hoies made in the onstrution of '

B

, if there is an

assignment that satis�es at least a fration 7=8+5=

p

B

of the lauses of '

B

, then there is an assignment that

satis�es at least a fration 7=8 + 1=

p

B of the lauses

of '.

It follows from the above properties and from Theorem 1

that if there were a (7=8 + 5=

p

B)-approximate algorithm

for Max E3SAT restrited to instanes with at most B o-

urrenes, then RP = NP .

The onstrution of '

B

will proeed in three steps: we

�rst onstrut a weighted instane '

w

that is ompletely

equivalent to '; then we probabilistially onstrut an in-

stane '

R

by sampling lauses from '

w

. We will then show

that with high probability, every assignment satis�es more

or less the same fration of lauses in '

w

and '

R

. Also with

high probability, in '

R

most variables our no more than

B times, and we reate our �nal instane '

B

by deleting

some lauses from '

R

, so as to make sure that no variable

ours more than B times. Even after the deletion, there is

still a high probability that every assignment satis�es more

or less the same fration of lauses in '

w

and in '

B

.

So, let ' be an instane of Max 3SAT made of lauses

C

1

; : : : ; C

m

over variables x

1

; : : : ; x

n

. Let us denote by o

i

the number of lauses where variable x

i

ours. Let us also

introdue o

i

new variables y

j

i

, with j 2 f1; : : : ; o

i

g for eah

variable x

i

of '. Let N =

P

i

o

i

= 3m be the number of

suh variables.

The instane '

w

is over variables fy

i

j

g. For eah lause

C of ', with variables fx

a

; x

b

; x



g, the formula '

w

ontains

o

a

o

b

o



opies of C, eah one having weight 1=o

a

o

b

o



, and

eah one featuring one of the possible substitution of x

a

by

a variable y

j

1

a

, of x

b

by a variable y

j

2

b

and of x



by a variable

y

j

3



. If ' is satis�able, then learly '

w

is satis�able. Sup-

pose that there is an assignment to the variables fy

j

i

g that

satis�es lauses in '

w

of total weight k. Then onsider the

random assignment to the variables fx

i

g where x

i

is given

value TRUE with probability proportional to the number

of variables fy

j

i

g that have value TRUE in the original as-

signment. One an verify that k is the average number of

lauses of ' that is satis�ed by suh a random assignment.

Hene, if there is an assignment for the variables in '

w

that

satis�es lauses of total weight at least k, then there is an

assignment for the variables in ' that satis�es at least k

lauses.

The random formula '

R

is de�ned by the following pro-

ess: independently for (B=e

2

)N times, pik at random a

lause from '

w

, with probability proportional to its weight.

Consider eah variable y

j

i

. In '

w

, it ourred in lauses

of total weight 1, and the total weight of all lauses was

m. It follows that in the distribution that we use to sample

the lauses of '

R

, there is a probability 1=m that y

i

j

be

sampled eah time. On average, then, eah variable y ours

in B=e

2

lauses. Furthermore, the probability that it ours

in k � B lauses is at most e

�k

(we are using the Cherno�

bound stated as Lemma 9). Sine we want no variable to

our in more than B lauses, if y is suh that it ours in

more than B lauses, we will delete some, so that, after the

deletion, y ours in B lauses. This deletion proess reates

the �nal instane '

B

. The average number of lauses deleted

for y is at most

P

k>B

(k � B)e

�k

< 1 for suÆiently large

B. Hene, the average number of deleted lauses is at most

N . With probability at least 1 � 1=4, we will not delete

more than 4N lauses. Just to make alulations easier,

we replae eah deleted lause with a lause made of fresh

variables. The new lauses are always trivially satis�able,

and variables in the new lauses our exatly one.

Observe that if '

w

is satis�able, then with probability 1

we have that '

R

is satis�able and that '

B

is satis�able (by

the same assignment).

Consider now an arbitrary assignment a to the fy

i

j

g vari-

ables, and let �m be total weight of the lauses satis�ed in

'

w

by a. Then, when we pik lauses for inlusion in '

R

,

eah time there is a probability � that the piked lause is

satis�ed by a, and a probability 1�� that the piked lause

is not satis�ed by a. Overall, the probability that more than

(� + �)m of the lauses of '

R

are satis�ed by a is at most

e

�2�

2

m

= e

�2�

2

BN=e

2

(we are using the Cherno� bound of

Lemma 10). If B > e

2

=�

2

, then the above probability is less

than 2

�2N

. So, �xing, say � = 3=

p

B, and using a union

bound, if there is no assignment that satis�es more than �N

lauses in '

w

, then there is a probability at least 1 � 2

�N

that no assignment satis�es more than (�+3=

p

B)m lauses

of '

R

. With probability at least 3=4, we deleted (and re-

plaed with new lauses) no more than 4N < m=

p

B lauses

(the inequality is true for suÆiently large B). So with prob-

ability at least 3=4� 2

N

the following is true: if there is no

assignment that satis�es more than �N lauses in '

w

, then

there is no assignment that satis�es more than (�+4=

p

B)m

lauses of '

B

. This ompletes the proof of the result stated

at the beginning of the setion.

Remark 2. For the sake of simpliity of presentation, the



analysis of the redution is not fully optimized, and it is

learly possible to get a onstant better than 4 in the above

analysis.

Remark 3. We observe that the redution reates in-

stanes where lauses ould be repeated. However, sine no

variable ours in more than B lauses, no lause an be

repeated more than B times. To ahieve a stronger result,

it is possible to modify the redution so as to generate in-

stanes without repeated lauses (we omit details from this

preliminary version).

3. FEIGE’S REDUCTION AND SET
COVER

The goal of this setion is to indiate how the results of

[11℄ imply that Set Cover with sets of size B is hard to ap-

proximate to within a lnB�O(ln lnB) fator. This setion

is probably best read having [11℄ at hand.

Feige [11℄ already desribes his redution in general terms,

setting the parameters only at the end, so we just have to

indiate what di�erent setting of parameters is appropriate

to ahieve hardness for the ase of sets of size at most B.

We will desribe the redution in terms of a parameter m

(whih is the same m used in [11℄, exept with a di�erent

setting) that will be �xed later (jumping ahead, m will be

B=poly logB).

The PCP onstrution used as a starting point is analyzed

in [11, Lemma 2.3.1℄. The onstrution has parameters l and

k. The veri�er interats with k provers, and asks eah prover

a question that is answered with a string of 2l bits. If the

statement being proven is orret, and the proof is valid,

then for all random strings the veri�er reeives k answers

that are pairwise onsistent. If the statement being proven

is not orret, then, for any proof, there is a probability at

least k

2

� 2

�l

over the random hoies of the veri�er that

the k answers reeived by the veri�er are suh that any two

of them are inonsistent. In the above expression,  > 0 is

a small onstant independent of all other parameters. (A

detailed desription and analysis of the veri�er, and a de�-

nition of the notion of onsisteny, an be found in [11℄[Se-

tion 2.3℄.) We will use this result with l = (4=) log lnm, and

k = lnm=3 ln lnm. Note that the PCP onstrution requires

k and l to be suh that there exists an error-orreting ode

with k odewords of length l, suh that every odeword has

weight l=2 and the minimum distane is l=3. This ondition

is satis�ed by our hoie of l and k, sine  is quite small.

The redution from PCP to Set Cover uses the following

gadget: a family fC

i;j

g of subsets of a universe U (where

jU j = m), where i = 1; : : : ; 2

l

and j = 1; : : : ; k. The family

has the following properties:

� For eah �xed i, the sets C

i;1

; : : : ; C

i;k

form a partition

of U .

� If we take � (k�2) lnm sets C

i;j

, no two of them with

the same i, then their union does not over [m℄.

The existene of suh a family (for suÆiently large m), is

stated in [11, Lemma 3.2℄ (one has to make the substitutions

f(k) = 2=k) and L = 2

l

). Notie that, for onstant B, all

the parameters m; l; k are onstants, and so the family has

onstant size and an be found deterministially by brute-

fore searh.

Let R be the number of random strings used by the veri-

�er. The redution uses R disjoint opies of the gadget; for

a random string r, we denote by U

r

the orresponding opy

of the universe, and by C

r

i;j

the orresponding opy of the

set C

i;j

.

The instane of Set Cover reated by the redution (as

desribed in [11, Setion 4℄ is as follows. The universe for

the instane is the union of the sets U

r

. The set system

ontains a set S

i;q;a

for eah i = 1; : : : ; k (identifying one of

the k provers), eah query q that an be made to prover i,

and eah possible answer a. The set S

i;q;a

is the union, over

all r suh that the veri�er, on random string r makes query q

to prover i, of the set C

r

i;a

r

where a

r

is a value that depends

on a and r. It an be veri�er that for eah i and q there are

at most 3

l=2

= 2

�(l)

random strings r suh that the veri�er

makes query q to prover i. Furthermore, eah set C

r

i;a;r

has

size at most m. Therefore, in the instane produed by the

redution, all sets have size at most m2

�(l)

= m2

�(log logm)

.

We �x m so that no sets has size more than B.

The hardness of approximation proved by this redu-

tion is of the form (1 � 4=k) lnm, provided that k

2

2

�l

<

4=k

3

(lnm)

2

. That is, we need l >

1



(5 log k + 2 log lnm),

and realling that k = lnm=3 ln lnm < lnm=3, it's enough

if l = (4=) log lnm, as assumed at the beginning of the

setion.

Thus the hardness of approximation is of the form lnm�

12 ln lnm, and realling that B = m � 2

O(log logm)

, it an be

written as lnB �O(ln lnB).

4. OUR NEW PCP CONSTRUCTION
Let us �rst briey review the terminology in PCP on-

strution. A veri�er is onfronted with an instane of an

NP-omplete language { for onreteness, let us say an in-

stane ' of 3SAT { and is given orale aess to an alleged

proof P that ' is satis�able. After looking at ', running

in polynomial time (in the size of ') and tossing a logarith-

mi (in the size of ') number of random bits, the veri�er

deides to make a series q

1

; : : : ; q

k

of queries into the orale

proof (k is alled the query omplexity of the veri�er), thus

reeiving answers P (q

1

); : : : ; P (q

k

). Eah answer is a string

in f0; 1g

l

, and l is alled the answer size of the proof system.

After examining the answers, the veri�er deides whether to

aept or rejet. If there is a onstant  suh that for every

satis�able ' there is a P suh that the veri�er aepts with

probability � , then the veri�er is said to have omplete-

ness at least ; ideally  = 1, in whih ase the veri�er is

said to have perfet ompleteness. If there is a onstant s

suh that for every unsatis�able ' and for any proof P the

veri�er aepts with probability at most s, then the veri�er

is said to have soundness at most s. We need a proof sys-

tem with small query omplexity, perfet ompleteness, and

a strong relation between answer size and soundness.

H�astad [17℄ shows, for every � > 0, the existene of a

PCP haraterization of NP where the veri�er makes three

queries, it has perfet ompleteness, the answer size is 1, and

the soundness is 3=4 + �.

In Setion 4.1 we sketh a proof of the following result.

Theorem 4. For any � > 0 and positive integer l, there

is a PCP haraterization of NP where the veri�er makes 3

queries, has answer size l, perfet ompleteness, and sound-

ness (3=4)

l

+ �.

A naive approah would be to de�ne a new proof system



where eah entry in a proof for the new system ontains

the answer to l queries in the original system. The new

veri�er runs in parallel l omputations of the original veri-

�er, and get l triples of questions (a

1

; b

1

; 

1

); : : : ; (a

l

; b

l

; 

l

),

and it then reads the three entries indexed by (a

1

; : : : ; a

l

),

(b

1

; : : : ; b

l

), (

1

; : : : ; 

l

) in the new proof. It then aepts if

the answers are aeptable for all the l omputations. We

do not know how to analyze this approah. In general, an-

alyzing parallel repetition of proof system is an exeedingly

diÆult task, and typially the soundness of a proof sys-

tem obtained by l parallel repetition an be higher than the

original soundness raised to the l-th power.

The PCP onstrution of [17℄ is obtained by omposing

two proof systems, an \outer" proof system due to Raz [26℄

and an \inner" proof system desribed and analyzed in [17℄.

We apply parallel repetition to the inner veri�er, and we

show that we an drive the soundness down at an optimal

rate within the inner veri�er. Composition gives a PCP

onstrution with the right soundness. For readers who are

familiar with the onstrutions and terminology of [6, 17℄,

we remark that our analysis takes advantage of the way in

whih the \long ode" over a big alphabet an be \folded."

4.1 Proof or Theorem 4

4.1.1 Background
Let us start with an abstrat view of the proof system of

Raz[26℄. The veri�er is given a 3SAT instane ' and has

orale aess to two proofs, say P and Q, where P 's entries

are over some alphabet [u℄ and Q's entries are over some

alphabet [w℄. Based on its oin tosses, the veri�er piks a

pair of queries (p; q), and also a funtion �

p;q

: [w℄ ! [u℄.

The veri�er reads a = P (p) and b = Q(q) and aepts if

and only if a = �(b). If formula ' is satis�able, there is

a proof pair (P;Q) that is aepted with probability one,

otherwise no proof pair is aepted with probability higher

than 1=u



where  > 0 is some onstant independent of the

other parameters. For any t, there is suh a onstrution

with u = 2

t

and w = 7

t

.

3

One gets eÆient PCP systems by taking a proof in the

format above, and further enoding the entries of P and Q

using the long ode. The long ode of an element of a 2 [u℄

is the funtion A : ([u℄! f�1; 1g) ! f�1; 1g that on input

a funtion f : [u℄ ! f�1; 1g returns the value A(f) = f(a).

In an eÆient PCP system, the veri�er has aess to proofs

LP and LQ, where, for every p, LP (p) is supposed to ontain

the long ode of P (p), where P is an aeptable proof for

Raz's veri�er. Similarly, LQ is supposed to be an entry-wise

enoding of a proof Q.

The eÆient veri�er piks entries p; q and funtion � with

the same distribution as Raz's veri�er, and then onsiders

the funtions A = LP (p) and B = LQ(q): the veri�er's

goal is to determine whether A and B are, at least \ap-

proximately," the enoding of some elements a and b suh

that �(b) = �(a). The notion of being approximately or-

ret is formalized as follows. There is a probabilisti proe-

dure Deode() that given a funtion A : ([u℄! f�1; 1g)!

3

This is the style of presentation of [15, 29, 28℄. The stan-

dard presentation has w = 8

t

, and the veri�er aepts i�

a = �(b) and b satis�es some additional property. Having

the additional property reates minor ompliations in the

analysis of the veri�er, but in the standard presentation the

funtion � has a simpler struture than in this presentation.

f�1; 1g outputs an element distributed over [u℄. The testing

proedure tries to determine if, at least, there is a notieable

probability that Deode(A) = �(Deode(B)), where the

two appliations of Deode() are done with independent

oin tosses.

Before getting to H�astad's veri�er we have to introdue

another tehniality. If A : ([u℄ ! f�1; 1g) ! f�1; 1g, we

de�ne the folding of A, denoted A

0

, as the funtion suh

that A

0

(f) = A(f) if f(1) = 1, and A

0

(f) = �A(�f) if

f(1) = �1. First of all, notie that if A is a long ode then

it is always true that A(f) = �A(�f), therefore A

0

= A.

Furthermore, for every A, we have A

0

(f) = �A

0

(�f). In

partiular, for a random f , A

0

(f) is equally likely to be 1

or �1. Finally, notie that it is possible to simulate orale

aess to A

0

if we have orale aess to A.

We an now give a high-level desription of the veri�er of

[17℄. The onstrution uses a parameter Æ > 0.

After hoosing queries (p; q) and funtion � as Raz's ver-

i�er, let us all A the restrition of the proof to LP (p)

and B the restrition of the proof to LQ(q). The veri�er

piks uniformly at random funtions f : [u℄ ! f�1; 1g and

g : [w℄! f�1; 1g, it then piks a funtion h : [w℄! f�1; 1g

aording to a ompliated distribution that depends on Æ.

Finally, the veri�er aepts if the following ondition is sat-

is�ed

A

0

(f) = �1 or B

0

(g) = B

0

(g � ((f Æ �) ^ h))

We an hek that the probability that the veri�er aepts

is equal to

3

4

+

1

4

E

A;B;�;f;g;h

[B

0

(g) = B

0

(g � ((f Æ �) ^ h))℄+

1

4

E

A;B;�;f;g;h

[B

0

(g) = B

0

(g � ((f Æ �) ^ h))℄

The analysis is ompleted by the following two results.

Lemma 5 ([17℄). Let B([w℄ ! f�1; 1g) ! f�1; 1g, let

be � be a random variable ranging over funtions � : [w℄ !

[u℄, and let f; g; h be random funtions distributed as in

H�astad's veri�er with parameter Æ, and suppose that � is

distributed in suh a way that there are onstants 

1

; 

2

> 0

suh that for every set � � [w℄

Pr

�

[jf�(b) : b 2 �gj � 

1

log �℄ � 1� 1=j�j



Then

E

B;�;f;g;h

[B

0

(g)B

0

(g � ((f Æ �) ^ h))℄ � 3Æ

The above statement is atually a slight generalization of

a result of [17℄, and it appears in the above version in [14,

Lemma 3.4℄

The \hashing ondition" about �, that it maps with high

probability big sets into relatively big sets, is satis�ed by the

distribution of the funtion � in Raz's veri�er (this is proved,

for our presentation of Raz's veri�er, in [14℄ { a similar result

for the standard presentation is in the appendix of the full

version of [17℄).

Note that no assumption is made on B in Lemma 5. The

use of folding is neessary in the statement. If B is identi-

ally equal to 1, then the expetation of B(�)B(�) is always 1.



Lemma 6 ([17℄). There exists a Æ

0

, that depends only

on Æ, suh that if LP and LQ are suh that

E

A;B;�;f;g;h

[A

0

(f)B

0

(g)B

0

(g � ((f Æ �) ^ h))℄ > Æ

then

Pr

A;B;�

[Deode(A) = �(Deode(B))℄ > Æ

0

where f; g; h are as in H�astad's veri�er with parameter Æ,

and A = LP (p) and B = LQ(q), where (p; q; �) is the dis-

tribution of queries and funtion generated by Raz's veri�er.

Again, the above lemma is impliit in [17℄, and the proof of

this partiular version an be derived from [14, Lemma 3.5℄.

Now, if the veri�er aepts with probability more than

3=4 + Æ, the ondition of Lemma 6 is satis�ed. It an then

be showed that from LP and LQ one an \deode" proofs P

and Q for Raz's veri�er that are aepted with probability

at least Æ

0

. If we hose u so that 1=u



< Æ

0

, it then must be

the ase that the formula being proved is satis�able. So, if

we have an unsatis�able formula, no proof an be aepted

with probability greater than 3=4 + Æ.

4.1.2 Our Construction
Let us now get to our onstrution. Let us �x an integer

parameter l and a onstant Æ > 0. We also �x a suÆiently

large u.

For an element a 2 f0; 1g

u

, the long l-ode of a is a fun-

tion A : ([u℄ ! f�1; 1g

l

) ! f�1; 1g

l

, suh that for every

�

f : [u℄ ! f�1; 1g

k

we have A(

�

f) =

�

f(a). We denote by

A

i

(

�

f) the i-th bit of the vetor A(

�

f).

We now de�ne folding for the long l-ode. As before,

we want to start from an arbitrary funtion A : ([u℄ !

f�1; 1g

l

) ! f�1; 1g

l

and de�ne a new funtion A

0

: ([u℄ !

f�1; 1g

l

)! f�1; 1g

l

with the following properties:

� A = A

0

if A is a long l-ode;

� an orale aess intoA

0

an be simulated with an orale

aess into A;

� for a random f , A

0

(f) is uniformly distributed in

f�1; 1g

l

.

This an be ahieved by setting, for example, A

0

(f) = f(1) �

A(f(1) � f).

The veri�er expets proofs LlP and LlQ, where for eah

p LlP (p) is supposed to be the long l-ode of P (p), and

LlQ(q) is supposed to be the long l-ode of Q(q), where P

and Q are an aeptable pair of proof for Raz's veri�er.

Our veri�er starts by piking (p; q; �) as Raz's veri�er,

and it (almost but not quite) exeutes \in parallel" l in-

stanes of the \inner" test desribed above. Parallel repe-

tition would demand that we selet 3l funtions f

1

; : : : ; f

l

:

[u℄ ! f�1; 1g, g

1

; : : : ; g

l

: [w℄ ! f�1; 1g, h

1

; : : : ; h

l

: [w℄ !

f�1; 1g where eah f

i

and eah g

i

is uniform, and h

i

are

distributed as in H�astad's veri�er. Instead, we selet fun-

tions

�

f : [k℄ � [u℄ ! f�1; 1g, �g : [k℄ � [w℄ ! f�1; 1g and

�

h : [k℄ � [w℄ ! f�1; 1g with the distribution that H�astad's

veri�er would have used in seleting its queries if it were ex-

peting to hek long odes of elements of [ku℄ and [kw℄ (we

are identifying [k℄ � [u℄ with [ku℄ and [k℄ � [w℄ with [kw℄).

Then we de�ne the funtions f

1

; : : : ; f

l

as f

i

(x) =

�

f(i; x),

and similarly for g

i

and h

i

. This is the same as piking f

i

and g

i

independently and uniformly at random (that is, do-

ing independently for eah i what H�astad's veri�er would

have done expeting long odes of elements of [u℄ and [w℄),

but it is slightly di�erent than piking h

i

independently as

in H�astad's veri�er.

This is one di�erene with respet to plain parallel repe-

tition. The other di�erene is in the aess mehanism to

the proof implied by folding an l-long ode.

We an also de�ne a projetion funtion �� : [k℄ � [w℄ !

[k℄ � [u℄ suh that ��(i; b) = (i; �(a)). It is possible to verify

that if � satis�es the hashing ondition, then also �� satis�es

the hashing ondition.

Our test will aept if and only if

8i 2 f1; : : : ; lg:(A

0

i

(

�

f) = �1 _B

0

(�g) = B

0

(�g(

�

f Æ �� ^ h))

We then have that the aeptane probability of the test is

E

�

A;

�

B;��;

�

f;�g;

�

h

l

Y

i=1

�

3

4

+

1

4

�

B

0

i

(�g)

�

B

0

i

(�g(

�

f Æ �� ^ h))+

1

4

�

A

0

i

(

�

f)

�

B

0

i

(�g)

�

B

0

i

(�g(

�

f Æ �� ^ h))

�

whih an be expanded as

X

�;��[l℄;�\�=;

�

3

4

�

l�j�j�j�j

�

1

4

�

j�j

�

1

4

�

j�j

E

�

A;

�

B;��;

�

f;�g;

�

h

2

4

Y

i2�

�

A

0

i

(

�

f)

Y

j2�[�

�

B

0

j

(�g)

�

B

0

j

(�g(

�

f Æ �� ^ h))

3

5

Suppose that our proofs LlP and LlQ are suh that the

test aepts with probability more than (3=4)

l

+ 2

2l

Æ, then

there must be some pair of sets �; �, at least one of them

non-empty, suh that

�

1

4

�

j�j+j�j

E

�

A;

�

B;��;

�

f;�g;

�

h

"

Y

i2�

�

A

i

(

�

f)

Y

j2�[�

�

B

j

(�g)

�

B

j

(�g(

�

f Æ �� ^ h))

3

5

> Æ

Now, let us all A

�

the random funtion that is obtained by

sampling

�

A and then de�ning A

�

() =

Q

i2�

A

0

i

() and let us

all B

�

the random funtion that is obtained by sampling

�

B and then de�ning B

�

() =

Q

i2�[�

B

0

i

. If � is empty, then

A

�

is just identially 1, but otherwise we an verify that it

is a folded funtion; likewise B

�

is always a folded funtion.

We an then rule out the ase that � is empty, beause we

are in a position to invoke Lemma 5 and say

E

�

B;��;

�

f;�g;

�

h

2

4

Y

j2�

B

�

(�g)B

�

(�g(

�

f Æ �� ^ h))

3

5

< 3Æ

We an then use Lemma 6 and see that there is a Æ

0

suh

that

Pr[Deode(A

�

) = �(Deode(B

�

))℄ � Æ

0



Now we an de�ne a new proedure l-Deode that on input

a funtion A : ([l℄ � [u℄ ! f�1; 1g) ! f�1; 1g �rst piks

random subset � � [l℄, and then applies Deode to A

�

.

We then have

Pr[l-Deode(

�

A) = �(l-Deode(

�

B))℄ � 2

�2l

Æ

0

This proedure an be used to reonstrut proofs P and Q

(from LlP and LlQ) that Raz's veri�er would aept with

probability at least 2

�2l

Æ

0

. We omit a omplete analysis of

the omposition step, but in a way similar to the analyses of

[17, 15, 29, 14℄ one an prove that the soundness of our PCP

system an be made arbitrarily lose to (3=4)

l

by properly

setting the parameters Æ and u.

5. FROM PCP TO HITTING SET
As a �rst step, we modify our PCP system so that, when

it makes its queries, eah of the queries is uniformly dis-

tributed. We an use an approah desribed in [4℄. First,

we an make sure that eah entry in the proof has the same

probability of being queried by the veri�er. This is ahieved

by de�ning a new proof format, where eah entry of the

proof in the original system is repliated a number of times

proportional to the probability that it be queried. The new

veri�er simulates the old veri�er and then, for eah query,

it hooses at random one of the plaes storing the answer to

the query. Then, we modify the veri�er so that it randomly

permutes the order of the queries (this is possible sine the

veri�er is non-adaptive). After this transformation, eah of

the three queries is uniformly distributed within the proof.

4

We use the veri�er of Theorem 4 with answer size l, and

we assume that it has soundness at most 2 � (3=4)

l

Note that, for eah �xed random string, our proof system

has preisely 6

l

aepting on�gurations.

The main gadget in the redution is a set-system made of

m = 6

l

triples of subsets (A

1

; B

1

; C

1

), : : : , (A

m

; B

m

; C

m

) of

some �xed universe U , with the following properties:

� For eah i, A

i

[B

i

[ C

i

= U ;

� If we pik any sub-olletion of these sets, but no

three of them from the same triple, then their union is

stritly smaller than U .

Suh a gadget exists with U = 2

O(m)

(pik m times at ran-

dom a random partition of U into three sets; if U is suf-

�iently large there is a positive probability that none of

the 3

m

possible ways of piking two sets from eah triple

is enough to over U). For onstant m, it an also be on-

struted in onstant time.

Starting from the desription of the omputation of the

PCP veri�er of Theorem 4 on input a formula ', we de�ne

an instane of Set Cover. If ' is satis�able, then there will be

a over of a ertain size; if the instane is unsatis�able every

over will have size at least 
((4=3)

l=3

) larger. For every

random string r for the veri�er, we de�ne a opy U

r

of the

universe, and opies (A

r

1

; B

r

1

; C

r

1

); : : : ; (A

r

m

; B

r

m

; C

r

m

) of the

set system. The universe of the set over instane that we

produe is the union of all the sets U

r

. The set system in the

set over instane has a set S

i;a;v

for eah index i 2 f1; 2; 3g

denoting one of the queries, for eah entry x in the proof,

4

Of ourse the distributions are orrelated.

and for eah v 2 f0; 1g

l

. The sets are de�ned as

S

1;a;v

=

[

r; i : on random string r veri�er

makes a as �rst query, and answer

v is onsistent with i-th aepting

on�guration

A

r

i

S

2;b;v

=

[

r; i : on random string r veri�er

makes b as seond query, and value

v is onsistent with i-th aepting

on�guration

B

r

i

S

3;;v

=

[

r; i : on random string r veri�er

makes  as third query, and value

v is onsistent with i-th aepting

on�guration

C

r

i

Note that eah set A

r

i

or B

r

i

or C

r

i

is inluded into exatly

one set S

j;x;v

. Eah element of U

r

belongs to exatly m sets

in the gadget onstrution, so it follows that the redution

produes an instane where eah element of the universe

ours into m sets.

It is standard, in redutions from PCP to Set Cover, to

have a set for eah position in the proof and for eah value

that that position an assume. It is also standard to have a

gadget made of a olletion of partitions of an universe U ,

with the property that one annot over U if not using all the

elements of one of the partitions (in other redutions, that

try to keep the size of U small, this ondition is only satis�ed

by \small" subsets of the set system of the gadget). And it

is also standard that one makes a opy of the gadget for

eah random string, and then reates a Set Cover instane

where eah set is the union of opies of sets of the gadget.

The novelty in our redution is that the partitions in the set

system are assoiated with satisfying assignments for the

aeptane prediate.

Let R be the total number of random strings, and M the

length of the proof. If there is a proof P that is aepted

with probability one, then one an selet 3M sets and over

the entire universe. For every index j, and for every entry

x in the proof, we selet the set S

j;x;P (x)

. This overs the

entire universe, that is, it overs U

r

for every r. In fat,

onsider an arbitrary random string r, and let (a; b; ) be the

query made by the veri�er. The answers (P (a); P (b); P ())

are aepted by the veri�er, and onstitute, say, its i-th

aepting on�guration for string r. This means that A

r

i

is part of S

1;a;P (a)

, and, as suh, part of our solution, and

likewise B

r

i

and C

r

i

are part of our solution, and so U

r

is

overed.

Now, suppose there is a set over that uses at most �M

sets. Consider the following experiment: pik at random a

query triple (a; b; ) as done by the veri�er. Then ount the

number of sets of the form S

1;a;v

, S

2;b;v

0

, and S

3;;v

00

in the

solution, and onsider the average of this total. Sine a, b

and  are uniformly distributed in the proof, this average

has to be at most 3�. Then, for at least half of the random

strings, the total is at most 6�. We all suh random hoies

the \good" ones.

Consider the following randomized proof onstrution.

For eah query x, pik at random j 2 f1; 2; 3g, and pik



at random a v suh that S

i;x;v

belongs to the solution. If

no suh set belongs to the solution, pik uniformly at ran-

dom among all possible answers. Consider the behavior of

the veri�er when it piks a good random hoie r, making

queries (a; b; ). The solution overs all the elements in U

r

,

so in partiular there has to be an i suh that A

r

i

, B

r

i

and

C

r

i

are all part of the solution. Let the i-th aepting on-

�guration be suh that its answers are (q

1

; q

2

; q

3

). Then A

r

i

an be part of the solution only if S

1;a;q

1

is part of the solu-

tion, B

r

i

an be part of the solution only if S

2;b;q

2

is part of

the solution, and similarly S

3;;q

3

has to be part of the solu-

tion. Let now k

1

; k

2

; k

3

be, respetively, the number of sets

in the solution of the form S

1;a;v

; S

2;b;v

0

; S

3;b;v

00

. We know

k

1

+ k

2

+ k

3

� 6�, and we have just proved that the proba-

bility that the randomized proof has q

1

; q

2

; q

3

as answers to

a; b;  is at least 1=3k

1

� 3k

2

� 3k

3

whih is at least 1=(18�)

3

.

If our proof system has soundness 2 �(3=4)

l

and if (3=4)

l

<

1=(2 � (18�)

3

), then this aeptane probability is too high

if we started from an unsatis�able '.

We then proved a hardness of approximation to within a


((4=3)

k=3

) fator, for instanes where every element ours

in at most 6

k

sets. If we all B = 6

k

the hardness fator is


(B

(log

6

(4=3))=3

) = 
(B

:0535���

) where :0535 > 1=19.

6. INDEPENDENT SET
The starting point for our hardness of approximation re-

sult is the following result.

Lemma 7 ([28℄). For every � > 0 and every k > 0

there is a PCP haraterization of NP where the veri�er has

soundness 1� �, ompleteness 2

�k

2

+ � and makes 2k + k

2

queries. Furthermore, for eah random string, the aep-

tane prediate has 2

2k

satisfying assignment, and is a linear

funtion.

In the following, we will use � = 2

�k

2

. We will also use 1=2

as a rude lower bound to the ompleteness.

In the FGLSS [12℄ redution from PCP to Independent

Set, a fundamental notion is that of an aepting on�gura-

tion. An on�guration is the spei�ation of a random string

used by the veri�er, together with a spei�ation of the val-

ues of the bits of the proof read by the veri�er when using

suh a random string; a on�guration is aepting if the ver-

i�er aepts when using that partiular random string and

getting those answers to its queries.

It will be useful to note that in the veri�er of [28℄, for eah

random string, and for eah bit read aording to that ran-

dom string, the number of aepting on�gurations where

the bit is zero equals the number of aepting on�gurations

where the bit is one.

Let r be the number of random bits used by the above ver-

i�er. The FGLSS redution applied to the veri�er of Lemma

7 reates a graph with 2

r+2k

verties, one for eah aept-

ing on�guration; two verties are onneted by an edge if

and only if the on�gurations are inonsistent (i.e. the on-

�gurations read the same bit and �nd di�erent values). If

there is a proof that the veri�er aepts with probability at

least 1=2 then the FGLSS graph has an independent set of

size at least (1=2) � 2

r

; if no proof is aepted with proba-

bility greater than 2 � 2

�k

2

, then the FGLSS graph has no

independent set of size greater than 2 � 2

�k

2

� 2

r

.

In the FGLSS graph, for every index i in the proof, all O

i

the set of verties where index i is queried, and the answer

is one, and all Z

i

the set of verties where index i is queries

and the answer is zero. The FGLSS graph ontains all possi-

ble edges between verties in O

i

and verties in Z

i

, for eah

i. It is easy to onvine oneself that the union of these edge

sets is in fat preisely the set of edges of the FGLSS graph.

As said before, for eah i we have jO

i

j = jZ

i

j. Let us all

n

i

= jO

i

j.

The main idea in [10℄ is to replae eah of this bipartite

omplete subgraphs with a bounded-degree expander. In

partiular we an use the following result

Lemma 8 ([27℄). For every Æ and suÆiently large

n, there is a bipartite graph ([n℄; [n℄; E) of degree

O((1=Æ)poly log(1=Æ)) suh that for eah subsets A;B � [n℄,

jAj � Æn, jBj � Æn there is at least an edge (i; j) 2 E suh

that i 2 A and j 2 B. Furthermore the graph an be on-

struted in time poly(n; 2

1=Æ

).

Starting from the PCP system, we reate a sub-graph of

the FGLSS graph where for every i, we inlude edges be-

tween O

i

and Z

i

only as presribed by the above expander.

5

As in [10℄ we an argue that the maximum independent set

in the new graph an only be bigger, sine we have less

edges, but that every independent set in the new graph an

be transformed into an independent set for the old graph

by adding at most qÆN verties. This is true beause, for

every i, the independent set an ontain at most Æn

i

ele-

ments of O

i

, or at most Æn

i

elements of Z

i

. Therefore, we

an remove no more than Æn

i

verties from the independent

set, and make sure that, at least restrited to the verties

in O

i

[ Z

i

we also have an independent set in the original

FGLSS graph. We an repeat this proess for eah i, thus

getting an independent set for the FGLSS graph, and remov-

ing no more than

P

i

Æn

i

verties. Sine eah on�guration

an belong to at most q sets of the form O

i

or Z

i

, we have

P

i

n

i

� qN .

Therefore it is hard to deide whether the new graph has

an independent set of size (1=2) � 2

r

or whether all inde-

pendent sets have size less than 2 � 2

�k

2

� 2

r

+ qÆN , where

the seond expression is less than 3 � 2

�k

2

� 2

r

if we �x

Æ = 2

�k

2

2

r

=qN = 2

�k

2

�2k

=q. For suh hoie of Æ, the

degree of the graph beomes 2

k

2

+2k

polyk, and the hardness

of approximation is 
(2

k

2

). If we all B the degree of the

graph, then the hardness of approximation takes the form

B=2

O(

p

logB)

poly logB = B=2

O(

p

logB)

.
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There ould be a diÆulty if O

i

and Z

i

are not large

enough. However one an always get more on�gurations

by letting the veri�er toss additional random bits, and then

not using them in its omputation.
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APPENDIX
We state two versions of the Cherno� bound that are used

in the body of the paper.

A more general statement (with a proof) of the following

result is in [22, Lemma 1.7℄.

Lemma 9. Let X

1

; : : : ; X

m

be independent random vari-

ables with range f0; 1g, and let k � e

2

E

[

P

i

X

i

℄. Then

Pr

"

X

i

X

i

� k

#

� e

�k

A more general statement of the following result is in [13,

Page 109℄. Proofs of more general statements an be found

in [3℄.

Lemma 10. Let X

1

; : : : ; X

m

be independent, identially

distributed, random variables with range f0; 1g, and let 0 <

� < 1=4. Then Pr

�

P

i

X

i

�

E

[

P

i

X

i

℄ � �m

�

� e

�2�

2

m


